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With the growth and expansion of the internet, and that the bulk of data in
existence has only recently been produced, the need to define meaning and
to decipher valuable truths and insights from this data plays a key role in
seeking business advantage. This effort has produced a vast array of
Information Technology solutions to include the use of Artificial Intelligence
in creating complex mathematical frameworks and models to predict
various outcomes.

However, as the volume, veracity, variety and velocity of data increases over
time with the aforementioned internet growth, Data specialists such as Data
Engineers and Scientists apply more and more resources to cleaning and
preparing raw data prior to processing thus finding meaning from data. This
presents challenges in ensuring consistency for accurate and robust results
within reasonable time constraints.







Research Purpose

After the initial proposal and PhD programme admittance in January, 2019, research gaps identified required a
broad and in depth technical knowledge of algorithms and applications to include software packages and tools
to gain a broad grasp of the tool-base to fully appreciate.

• For example in the recent work of Tajer et al. [3], when a country or power company needs to estimate the
state of its power grid security, non-linear state recovery techniques are utilised to carry out tasks designed to
assess factors such as; informing user controls, updating pricing policies, identifying structural abnormalities
and predicting loads. Detecting these instances of bad data either random (sensor failures), or structured
(cyber-attacks [false data injection attacks]), whilst being able to successfully recover the state of a power
system, fundamental challenges remain which have been documented and formalised since the 1970’s. These
two operations (detecting structured and random data) utilise state estimators (recovering phase angles and
bus voltages) such as algorithms that leverage data collection using multiple measurement units across the
grid, to include topological and dynamic information. Identifying bad data and deciding what protocols to
employ when managing distortion in the data, fundamental performance limits are presented and become
unknown which limits an effective recovery from a cyber-attack or a systems infrastructure failure.

• Additionally, the network tools company CISCO for example, have included traffic management technologies
to their recent network devices in response to exponential threats. This well-established technique is also
facing significant challenges. Traditionally, it identifies the origin of network traffic in relation to its port
number (80: HTTP), however most applications use dynamic ports therefore the pay-load-based technique is
mainly adopted by business today to navigate through the traffic. Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) identifies very
specific patterns contained within a payload of IP packets, however, issues such as dealing with encrypted
payloads and privacy remain as a result of DPI. Other techniques such as statistical classification, which
extracts sets of statistics from live traffic, utilise Machine Learning (ML) for application identification.



Research Method

Possible direction is to assess methods and tools to detect and clean data specifically for effective 
decision making across multiple domains. 

Therefore it is proposed that creating more effective processing capabilities via providing data cleaning 
architectures and solutions in the form of a general and scalable framework of optimised solutions that 
can be intelligently deployed in parallel and proportionately to individual instances of bad data within 
data transmission architectures, as there is adequate opportunity for the creation of bad data (missing 
data, wrong information, inappropriate data [wrong column headings], duplicate data) which clearly 
identifies and demonstrates the need for further study with additional innovative outcomes.

Objectives

Key focus is bad data and methods to clean data

• Carry out preliminary research survey

• Analyse knowledge gaps that have been identified 

• Experiments to validate and compare algorithms within these different domains. 

• Focus on process methodologies and resources to monitor and analyse data quality methodologies for 
preventing and/or detecting and repairing dirty data.

• Produce Data Cleaning Framework

• Organise a sequence of data cleaning activities

• Minimise exceptions
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Processing
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‘Clean’ Data Set



Future Challenges

Alongside developing a fundamental and more precise understanding of algorithm concepts, 
components and deployment, inherent challenges exist that further justify the need for 
research into data cleaning as detecting and repairing dirty data.

• In recent times, the continual surge of interest from industry and academia on data cleaning 
problems and solutions has provided new abstractions, approaches for scalability, interfaces 
and statistical techniques. To thoroughly understand these new advances, a taxonomy of the 
data cleaning literature will be produced and examined to highlight issues such as 
constraints, rules and patterns to detect quantitative errors. 

• State-of-the-art techniques also highlight their limitations, whilst traditionally such 
approaches are distinct from quantitative approaches such as outlier detection, recent work 
that casts such approaches into a statistical estimation framework including: using Machine 
Learning to improve the efficiency and accuracy of data cleaning and considering the effects 
of data cleaning on statistical analysis.

• The methods and applications involved in data cleaning are vast, it is with hope that the 
proposal and ongoing project can indeed generate original work and with innovative ideas 
and solutions.
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